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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study was to determine the concentrations of antimicrobial 
components (immunoglobulin A (IgA), lactoferrin (LF), lingual antimicrobial peptide (LAP), and 
S100A7) in normal milk and their relation to host factors (Age, somatic cell count (SCC), days in milk, 
richness, and alpha diversity of the milk microbiota) in dairy cows using multivariate regression tree 
analyses, and to clarify how the milk microbiota is related to the obtained results. Thirty normal 
milk samples were collected from a commercial dairy farm in June 2020. The thresholds that 
predicted the concentration of each antimicrobial component in milk were obtained by regression 
tree analysis, and the beta-diversity of the milk microbiota composition between groups divided 
according to each threshold was compared by an analysis of similarities test. The IgA and LF 
concentrations were mainly predicted by the SCC (177,500 and 70,000 cells/ml, respectively), and 
the LAP and S100A7 concentrations were predicted by Age (29.667 and 40.3 months, respectively). 
No relationship was observed between the concentration of IgA, LAP, or S100A7 and the milk 
microbiota composition between the groups divided by the threshold for prediction, but the milk 
microbiota composition was significantly different between the groups divided by the threshold 
for predicting the LF concentration. Our results indicated that the LF concentration in normal milk 
may be associated with the milk microbiota composition.
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Bovine mastitis is not only the most costly disease for dairy farmers and the industry [11], but also the cause of animal suffering. 
Mastitis is mainly treated by the administration of antibacterial agents, but the emergence of drug-resistant bacteria associated 
with the use of antibacterial agents has become a public health concern, and prudent use of antibacterial agents is required [33]. 
Preventing mastitis is important not only to reduce the use of antimicrobial agents as much as possible, but also from the viewpoint 
of animal welfare.

In recent years, a shift in the etiologies of mastitis from contagious or gram-positive organisms, such as Staphylococcus aureus 
and Streptococcus agalactiae, to gram-negative organisms or cases yielding no bacterial growth (NG) has become a problem [37]. 
NG mastitis is now the most common mastitis, and its prevalence has been increasing in recent years [42]. One of the reasons for 
an NG status of mastitic milk is the immune system of the host that is successful in clearing the pathogens, resulting in too little 
pathogen to be detected [27, 45]. In fact, NG mastitis does not require antimicrobial treatment in the clinical setting [50]. Other 
reasons for an NG status include the selection of improper test(s) for the organism(s) of interest, failure of the cow to shed the 
pathogen, and the absence of an infection [27]. Nonetheless, the precise reasons for an NG status remain unknown at present [30].

The immune system, comprising innate immunity and adaptive immunity, protects against microorganisms that invade through 
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the teat canal into mammary tissue. Innate immunity is activated early and non-specifically, whereas pathogen-specific adaptive 
immunity takes several days to activate [40]. In addition, there are innate immune factors in milk that have antimicrobial activity, 
including cellular factors, such as macrophages and neutrophils, as well as non-cellular factors, such as peptides, proteins, and 
glycoproteins. Immunoglobulin A (IgA), lactoferrin (LF), lingual antimicrobial peptide (LAP), and S100A7 have been reported as 
antimicrobial components in bovine milk. IgA is secreted in bovine milk, and plays an important role in protecting the mammary 
gland from pathogens [12, 38]. Immunoglobulins, including IgA, are known as factors of acquired immunity, but recent studies have 
suggested that natural antibodies derived from B1 cells can bind to pathogens and toxins, such as bacteria, lipopolysaccharide, and 
lipoteichoic acid, with low specificity [4, 38]. LF is an iron-binding glycoprotein that is synthesized by mammary epithelial cells 
[17]. Although LF is secreted in normal milk even in the absence of inflammation of the mammary gland [48], its concentration is 
increased in mastitic milk [16]. LAP is a β-defensin that was first isolated from inflamed bovine tongue epithelium [43]. Bovine 
mammary epithelial cells also express LAP mRNA, and secrete LAP into milk [19, 20]. The β-defensins are cationic peptides, and 
their electrostatic potential can attract the membrane of pathogens [51]. S100 proteins are calcium-binding proteins with two helix-
loop-helix calcium-binding domains, which are called EF-hands [28]. S100A7 is an S100 calcium-binding protein that was first 
identified in epithelial cells. It has antimicrobial activity, especially against Escherichia coli, and thereby provides innate immune 
protection in the epidermis. S100A7 is expressed by epithelial cells in the bovine mammary gland, and its expression level is 
especially high in teat epithelium [47, 52]. Recent studies have revealed that the expression sites of these antimicrobial components 
in the mammary gland differ, and that the response times after microbial invasion stimuli also differ between the components [18]. 
In addition, the fluctuations in the concentrations of these antimicrobial components have also been clarified [48].

Since a reason for NG mastitis is thought to be that the animal is in the process of developing a spontaneous cure or it has a 
mild infection that may be spontaneously cured, to prevent NG mastitis, it is important to utilize the innate immune system that 
can respond early and non-specifically to invading microorganisms. In particular, since the value of antimicrobial peptides in 
milk is considered to be extremely high [29], for the prevention of NG mastitis, it is important to not reduce the concentrations of 
antimicrobial components in milk or to maintain them at a high level.

Advances in metagenomic pyrosequencing technology have revealed the presence of microbiota in bovine milk [35], which had 
previously been considered to be a sterile environment. Research on mastitis and the milk microbiota has also progressed [36], 
and the role of the microbiota in immunity and inflammation has been elucidated [1]. In recent years, the applicability of the gut 
microbiota as a possible therapeutic approach for mastitis has also been discussed [15]. However, to the best of our knowledge, 
there has been no study evaluating the relationship between the bovine milk microbiota and the concentrations of antimicrobial 
factors in normal milk.

Multiple regression analysis, which is a type of multivariate analysis, is a method for quantifying the degree of influence of 
a plurality of related factors (explanatory variables) when explaining an objective variable. However, since the results obtained 
by this method are continuous and quantified in the form of a function, it is not possible to obtain a threshold value, which is 
necessary for comparing the milk microbiota composition in the variables with a high degree of influence. In contrast, regression 
tree analysis, which is a method of subdividing the cases sequentially into branches according to the values of the explanatory 
variables and finally dividing them into several groups, can be used to determine thresholds, because the intergroup thresholds can 
be clearly calculated. This makes it possible to compare the milk microbiota composition between groups for variables with a high 
degree of influence [6].

The purpose of this study was to create a decision tree model of cow factors that affect the concentrations of antimicrobial 
components in normal milk using regression tree analyses, and to clarify how the milk microbiota is related to the obtained results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study animals and data collection
In July 2020, 32 clinically healthy Holstein dairy cows at different lactation stages were enrolled from one commercial herd 

located in Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan. The farm owner provided permission for the sampling and for the use of the data obtained 
in this study. Milk samples were collected from cows diagnosed as clinically healthy by a veterinarian. The cows had not been 
treated with antibiotics within the last 2 weeks. Milk sampling was performed 2 hr after the morning milking without the use 
of invasive procedures. Briefly, after pre-milking by stripping four times, the teat end was disinfected with an alcohol-soaked 
cotton ball, and milk was aseptically collected by a gloved veterinarian. A total of 111 milk samples was successfully collected, 
immediately stored on ice, and transported to the laboratory within 2 hr from the last sampling. The protocol for milk sample 
collection from lactating dairy cows adhered to the guidelines of the Azabu University Animal Experimentation Committee, and 
was approved by the committee (No. 200803-1).

Milk screening tests
The somatic cell count (SCC) was determined using an electronic cell counter DCC (DeLaval International AB, Tumba, Sweden) 

based on the method of Kawai et al. [23]. The activity of lysosomal N-acetyl-β-D-glucosaminidase (NAGase) in each milk sample 
was determined using the β-N-Acetylglucosaminidase Assay Kit (Sigma-Aldrich Co., LLC., St. Louis, MO, USA). Briefly, milk 
samples were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 min at 20°C, and the resultant whey was used to determine the NAGase activity, 
which was calculated from the difference between the absorbance value of the whey sample and the absorbance value of the 
unreacted substrate of the whey sample (background control) to avoid the effect of color.
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Concentrations of antimicrobial components in milk
The milk IgA and LF concentrations were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) quantification following 

a commercial protocol (Bethyl Laboratories, Inc., Montgomery, TX, USA) [48]. Milk LAP and S100A7 concentrations were also 
measured by ELISA, as described previously [19, 52]. Briefly, a 96-well microtiter plate was coated with affinity-purified rabbit 
antibodies against LAP and S100A7 peptides (1 µg/ml). Milk samples for LAP and S100A7 analysis were diluted 10 and 5,000 
times, respectively, and added to the microtiter plate. For the competition biding assay, the horseradish peroxidase-labeled LAP 
[19] and S100A7 [52] were added together with the samples. Then, 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine was added. After the reaction 
was stopped by the addition of sulfuric acid (1 mol/l), the optical density was measured at a wavelength of 450 nm using a 
spectrophotometer (Multiscan FC; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

DNA extraction and 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing
A comprehensive analysis of the microbiota in the milk samples was performed based on previously reported methods [46] 

as follows. DNA was previously isolated from each milk sample using ISOSPIN Fecal DNA (Nippon Gene, Tokyo, Japan) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions that included an initial bead-beating step. Prior to 16S rRNA gene sequencing, the 
quantity and purity of the extracted DNA were determined with NanoDrop (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA) by 
measuring both the 260/280 and 260/230 absorbance ratios. For amplification of the V1-V9 region of the 16S rRNA gene, the 
previously described universal primers S-D-bact-0008-c-S20 (5′-AGRGTTYGATYMTGGCTCAG-3′) and S-D-bact-1391-a-A-17 
(5′-GACGGGCGGTGWGTRCA-3′) [25] were used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR amplification of the 16S rRNA 
gene was conducted using KAPATM HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (Nippon Genetics, Tokyo, Japan) under the following conditions: 5 
min at 95°C, 35 cycles of 20 sec at 98°C, 15 sec at 69°C, and 60 sec at 72°C for annealing, followed by a final extension at 72°C 
for 5 min. Next, the PCR Barcoding Kit (SQK-RBK004, Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK) was used, and amplification 
was performed under the following conditions: 1 min at 30°C, and 1 min at 80°C. Fifty nanograms of PCR products per sample 
were placed in a tube and purified using AMPure® XP (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA), then quantified by the absorbance 
using NanoDrop as described above, and by fluorescence using a QuantusTM Fluorometer (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). The 
DNA library was created by incubating the purified DNA and Rapid Adapter F at room temperature for 5 min. The prepared 
DNA library was mixed with Sequencing Buffer, Loading Beads, and water, then loaded onto the Spot-on Flow Cell R9 version 
(FLO-MIN106D, Oxford Nanopore Technologies), and sequenced on the MinION™ Mk1C (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). The 
FASTQ files obtained from the sequencing analysis with MinKNOW software ver. 20.6.17 (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) were 
trimmed and filtered by Nanofilt software [3]. Briefly, we processed the data with filtering set to a minimum average read quality 
score less than 10, remove all sequences shorter than 500 nucleotides, and trim the first 50 nucleotides of all reads. After trimming 
and size selection, on average, 52,683 reads per sample (maximum: 110,546; minimum: 17,859) passed and were retained for 
bacterial identification. For each read, a minimap2 search was performed using 5,850 representative bacterial genome sequences 
stored in the GenomeSync database [26]. The taxa were determined based on the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
taxonomy database [5]. Low-abundance taxa (less than 0.01% of the total reads) were discarded from the analysis. From these 
results, the number of taxonomic groups (Richness) and the Simpson’s diversity index (Simpson) were calculated as alpha-diversity 
metrics.

Statistical analyses
First, we examined the correlation between each objective variable (the concentration of IgA, LF, LAP, or S100A7) and each 

explanatory variable (Age, SCC, DIM, Simpson, or Richness). Since there were variables for which the normality of the data could 
not be confirmed, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which is a nonparametric test, was used. Next, the concentrations 
of antimicrobial components in milk were estimated by regression tree analysis, which is a non-parametric method that does 
not assume the data distribution of the analysis target. The classification and regression trees (CART) method was used as the 
algorithm for the tree model, and Gini’s diversity index and information gain were used as the evaluation criteria for branching. 
Pruning was not performed, because the number of samples were small. Both analyses were carried out using R version 4.0.3 (The 
R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

To evaluate the differences in the milk microbiota between the two groups divided by the regression tree analysis, analysis of 
similarities (ANOSIM), a nonparametric test, was used as a beta-diversity metric based on the Bray-Curtis distance measure [2]. 
These data were analyzed with the PAST 4.03 software package [9].

To investigate fluctuations in the milk microbiota according to the results of the ANOSIM test, linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) effect size (LEfSe) analysis was performed using the Galaxy online interface [44]. For LEfSe analysis, the alpha value for 
the factorial Kruskal-Wallis test was set to <0.05, and the threshold of the logarithmic LDA score for discriminative features was 
set to <2.0.

RESULTS

After excluding samples with a SCC less than 300,000 cells/ml [39] and NAG activity less than 10 nmol/min/ml [14] to exclude 
abnormal milk by the screening test, a total of 30 milk samples from 18 cows were included in this study. Since the bacterial flora 
of each quarter is considered to be independent [32], multiple samples were sometimes obtained from a single cow, and they were 
all included in the analysis.
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The IgA and LAP concentrations in milk were significantly positively correlated with Age (P=0.00000978 and P=0.00122, 
respectively), and the IgA concentration was significantly negatively correlated with Simpson (P=0.0226). The LF concentration 
was significantly positively correlated with the SCC (P=0.022; Table 1). Figure 1 shows a model tree diagram of the concentrations 
of the antimicrobial components in each milk sample obtained by regression tree analysis. The IgA concentration prediction model 
first diverged at a SCC of 177,500 cells/ml, then the group with a SCC less than 177,500 cells/ml diverged at an Age of 30.817 
months (Fig. 1A). The LF concentration prediction model first diverged at a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml, then the group with a SCC of 
70,000 cells/ml or more diverged at a Richness of 14.5 (Fig. 1B). In the LAP concentration prediction model, it branched at an Age 
of 29.667 months (Fig. 1C). In the S100A7 concentration prediction model, it branched at an Age of 40.3 months (Fig. 1D).

The concentrations of each antimicrobial component were divided into groups according to each threshold (IgA: SCC of 177,500 
cells/ml; LF: SCC of 70,000 cells/ml; LAP: Age of 29.667 months; S100A7: Age of 40.3 months), and the milk microbiota 
composition was compared between the groups using the ANOSIM test (Fig. 2). Although there was no difference in the milk 
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Table 1. Spearman rank correlation coefficients measuring the statistical dependence between the main specified variables 
and the antimicrobial factors in milk

Antimicrobial 
components

Host factors* P value
Age SCC DIM Simpson Richness Age SCC DIM Simpson Richness

IgA 0.713 0.184 −0.005 −0.415 0.120  <0.001 0.330 0.979 0.0226 0.527
LF 0.287 0.419 0.134 0.105 0.110 0.124 0.022 0.479 0.579 0.563
LAP 0.562 0.316 −0.153 0.134 0.088 0.001 0.089 0.418 0.479 0.643
S100A7 0.275 0.161 −0.170 0.228 −0.098 0.141 0.396 0.368 0.225 0.606
*Age: age of the host; SCC: somatic cell counts in milk; DIM: days in milk; Simpson: Simpson’s diversity index; Richness: number of 
taxonomic groups.

Fig. 1. Decision tree to predict the concentration of antibacterial factors in milk by regression tree analysis. The nodes in the graph 
represent an event or choice, and the edges of the graph represent the decision rules or conditions.
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microbiota composition between the groups divided by a SCC of 177,500 cells/ml (P=0.1935; Fig. 2A), there was a significant 
difference (P=0.03226) when divided by a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml (Fig. 2B). There was no difference in the bacterial flora 
composition between the groups divided by an Age of 29.667 months (Fig. 2C) or by an Age of 40.3 months (Fig. 2D; P=1 and 
P=0.1613, respectively).

As a result of the LEfSe analysis, Kocuria spp. were found to be significantly more numerous in the group with a SCC 
of less than 70,000 cells/ml, and Mycolicibacterium spp., Bacillus spp., Anaerobutyricum spp., Acetanaerobacterium spp., 
Catenibacterium spp., and Acetobacter spp. were significantly more numerous in the group with a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml or more 
(Fig. 3A, 3B).

DISCUSSION

After evaluating the relationship between the biological factors and the concentrations of antimicrobial components in normal 
milk by correlation analysis, a prediction model of antimicrobial components was constructed by decision tree analysis. In the 
decision tree model, the prediction model is given in a tree-like structure, and by looking at it, the explanatory variables when the 
objective variable becomes larger or smaller depending on some combination of the explanatory variables and their thresholds can 
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Fig. 2. Principal coordinate analysis plots and differences between groups divided according to the thresholds in the milk microbiota for the 
IgA, LF, LAP, and S100A7 concentrations in milk. Principal coordinate analysis plots obtained from the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity of the mi-
crobiota for the concentrations of A) immunoglobulin A (IgA), B) lactoferrin (LF), C) lingual antimicrobial peptide (LAP), and D) S100A7. 
The samples were divided into two groups for each factor as follows: (A) IgA (L-SCC: less than 175,500 cells/ml; H-SCC: 175,500 cells/ml 
or more), (B) LF (L-SCC: less than 70,000 cells/ml; H-SCC: 70,000 cells/ml or more), (C) LAP (L-Age: less than 29.667 months; H-Age: 
29.667 months or more), and (D) S100A7 (L-Age: less than 40.3 months; H-Age: 40.3 months or more). The 95% confidence intervals are 
indicated by circles. Statistical analysis was performed using the analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) test to identify significant differences 
between the two groups of each factor. The obtained statistical P values are shown at the bottom right of each graph.
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Fig. 3. Differences in the abundance of bacterial taxa among the milk microbiota in the L-SCC and H-SCC groups for lactoferrin. The bacterial 
taxa of the group with a somatic cell count (SCC) of less than 70,000 cells/ml (L-SCC) and the group with a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml or more 
(H-SCC) groups are shown in green and red, respectively. A) List of bacterial taxa detected by linear discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size 
(LEfSe) analysis. For LEfSe analysis, the Kruskal-Wallis test alpha value of 0.05 and LDA score of <2.0 (P<0.01) were used as thresholds. 
The bacterial taxa in the L-SCC and H-SCC groups are indicated as positive and negative LDA scores, respectively. B) Taxonomic cladogram 
generated from the LEfSe analysis.
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be determined.
The IgA concentration was positively correlated with Age, and this result was consistent with previous reports that the IgA 

concentration increases with parity [7]. In addition, the IgA concentration was predicted from the SCC and Age, but the bacterial 
flora composition did not differ between the groups divided by the SCC threshold of 177,500 cells/ml and the Age threshold of 
30.817 months obtained by the regression tree analysis. Gut microbiota has been shown to induce IgA-positive cells [13], while 
milk microbiota has been reported not to be involved in IgA production in mice [34]. From these data, it was considered that the 
milk microbiota may not be related to the IgA concentration in normal milk of cattle.

No correlation was found between the milk LF concentration and Age, which is consistent with the results of previous studies 
[10]. In addition, the milk LF concentration and SCC were positively correlated, which is also consistent with previous reports 
[8]. Interestingly, the milk microbiota composition was significantly different between the groups divided by the SCC threshold 
of 70,000 cells/ml), which could predict the LF concentration in the decision tree analysis. It has been reported that LF promotes 
the growth of specific bacteria, such as Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria, in the human intestine [49]. It is possible that the milk 
microbiota changed as a result of the increase in the LF concentration, but such changes in bacterial species were not seen in the 
LEfSe analysis. LF is a glycoprotein of approximately 80 kDa in size that is synthesized in the mammary epithelium, and it binds 
to iron molecules with high affinity [18]. Its synthesis is increased after inflammatory stimulation of mammary epithelial cells [16]. 
An increased SCC indicates an immune reaction of the body against pathogens, and thus a possible disease event. Taken together, 
it is possible that the LF concentration increased as a result of a mild infection that can change the milk microbiota composition 
and stimulate inflammation in mammary epithelial cells. However, since this study is a cross-sectional study, a causal relationship 
between the milk LF concentration and milk microbiota could not be determined.

LAP is a β-defensin that is synthesized by mammary epithelial cells and secreted into milk. There was a negative correlation 
between the LAP concentration and Simpson, which is an index of alpha-diversity, but there were no differences in Richness, 
suggesting that there may be bacterial species that promote LAP synthesis. A significant negative correlation between Age and 
Simpson was observed in this study (data not shown), and the positive correlation between the LAP concentration and Age could 
have been caused by an aging-related shift in the microbiota that promotes LAP synthesis. However, since there was no difference 
in the milk microbiota composition between the groups divided by the Age threshold of 29.667 months obtained by the regression 
tree analysis, it is possible that the LAP concentration of normal milk and the bacterial flora composition are not related. The LAP 
concentration was positively correlated with Age, but not with the SCC. Previous report showed that there was no difference in the 
LAP concentration of bovine colostrum when the parities were divided into <2, 3 and 4 <, but the LAP concentration of third parity 
cows tended to be high than that of <2 parity cows [21]. In this study, of all 18 cows included in the analysis, 14 cows were under 
3 parities (mean of parities was 2.3, data not shown), suggesting that the positive correlation between the LAP concentration and 
Age may be observed only in under third parity cows. On the other hand, it has been reported that the LAP concentration and SCC 
are positively correlated [22], but we obtained a different result in our study. However, this difference may be attributable to the 
facts that the milk inspected in this study had only a SCC of 300,000 cells/ml or less and NAG activity of 10 nmol/min/ml or less, 
and milk from inflamed mammary glands was inspected in the previous report [22], but not included in the present study. In fact, 
previous study suggested that there was no correlation between the LAP concentration and SCC in the milk with SCC of 300,000 
cells/ml or less [48]. Thus, it can be inferred that an increase of LAP concentration in bovine milk was triggered by inflammation, 
resulting in a positive correlation between LAP concentration and SCC in milk obtained from both inflamed and non-inflamed 
mammary glands.

The S100A7 concentration was not correlated with the Age, SCC, DIM, Simpson, or Richness. It has been reported that 
inflammation-related factors, such as intramammary lipopolysaccharide administration [52] and intramammary infection of E. 
coli [41], increase the S100A7 concentration. It has also been pointed out that even in healthy milk, the S100A7 concentration is 
lowest in the first pre-squeezed milk, then it gradually increases [24], and it is also affected by the season [48]. From these studies, 
it was considered that the milk samples investigated in this study were not from mammary glands in an inflammatory state, and 
that known factors that influence the S100A7 concentration were sufficiently excluded. In addition, there was no difference in the 
milk microbiota composition between the groups divided by the Age threshold of 40.3 month, which could predict the S100A7 
concentration in the decision tree analysis. As a result, it is considered that the milk microbiota is not related to the S100A7 
concentration of healthy milk.

Of the four antimicrobial components in milk investigated in this study, the IgA and LF concentrations of normal milk were 
predictable from the SCC, although the boundary thresholds estimated by regression tree analysis were different (70,000 cells/
ml and 177,500 cells/ml, respectively). It was considered that the SCC at which it begins to affect the concentration of the 
antimicrobial components in milk may differ depending on the type of the antimicrobial component. In addition, since the 
composition of the microbiota between groups was different when a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml was used as the threshold, which 
was the threshold for predicting the LF concentration, a SCC of 70,000 cells/ml or less may be indicative of the indigenous milk 
microbiota due to the biological reactions of innate immune factors.

The present study has several potential limitations that should be acknowledged. Firstly, the number of samples in this study 
was small (small data), and it was not sufficient for performing a decision tree analysis, which uses machine learning. However, 
the purpose of the decision tree analysis conducted in this study was not to construct a predictive model of antimicrobial 
components in milk, but to obtain a threshold for elucidating the relationship with the milk microbiota. In addition, we have a 
policy of reducing the number of animals used in research as much as possible from the viewpoint of animal welfare. Secondly, 
many antimicrobial components have been shown to be present in milk [31]. However, in this study, only four of them were 
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examined, and the overall picture of the relationship between innate immunity in milk and the milk microbiota was not clarified. 
Finally, although the effects of antimicrobial proteins have been evaluated against known pathogens, the effects remain unclear for 
unknown symbiotic species, and their role in the regulation of mammary microbial homeostasis is also unknown [31]. We believe 
that further research is needed to elucidate the relationship between innate immune factors and the microbiota of normal milk.

Although the IgA, LAP, and S100A7 concentrations in normal milk were not related to the milk microbiota composition, the LF 
concentration was related to it with the SCC as a common factor. Based on the present results, the threshold of the SCC at which 
changes in the LF concentration and milk microbiota composition could be detected was 70,000 cells/ml, and it was suggested that 
the normal milk microbiota composition might affect the milk LF concentration. Since LF has antimicrobial activity and is part of 
the innate defense [48], it may be possible to develop a new method of preventing intramammary infections by controlling the milk 
microbiota composition.
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